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CLARET FEATURES

DYNAMIC SPEECH ENHANCEMENT / NOISE REDUCTION SWITCH
Claret's Speech Enhancement / Noise Reduction switch processes millions of digital calculations per second.
While many other instruments suffer from a lack of "punch" or perceived power, the Claret delivers. This
feature accents the sounds you need to hear most in order to deliver clarity and discriminate speech.

ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK CANCELLATION
Adaptive Feedback Cancellation will restore your confidence and eliminate your fear of embarassing moments.
Most hearing instrument users have at some point heard the comment "your hearing aid is whistling." This
feedback can be annoying and hard to eliminate in other instruments, but this optional feature automatically
"seeks and destroys" feedback.

ENHANCED TAPER CONTROL
Claret's Enhanced Taper Control allows for a smoother volume adjustment by eliminating abrupt volume
fluctuatons. With this feature you can feel confident enough to adjust the volume on your hearing aid without
the fear of going too high and being startled by loud noises

DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONES
Understanding conversation in noise can be a challenge for those with a hearing loss. Directional microphones
are an effective way to improve speech understanding. The Claret allows you to switch between Omni mode
(general listening in the absence of noise) and Directional mode (noisy environments) using a dual microphone
system.

TELEPHONE FRIENDLY
Bring back the joy of conversation with your distant friends and family! Claret is equipped with an automatic
telephone feature that switches modes when a cell phone or standard phone is brought to your ear. No more
scrambling to adjust switches on your hearing aid everytime the phone rings. This circuitry maximizes the
volume and eliminates surrounding noise ensuring that you don't miss a thing.
A standard push button is also available.

MULTI-MEMORY
Think of this as several hearing instruments built into one. With the push of a button, switching between
programs is a breeze. Claret's memories are primarily for the optional features such as speech enhancement /
noise reduction, telephone coil and directional microphones as these are the most sought after memories.
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SOME OPTIONS ARE NOT AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS. PLEASE CONSULT WITH YOUR HEARING HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONAL FOR THE BEST OPTIONS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.
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